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CELLAR CRAFT™ SHOWCASE

6 Weeks | 18L / 4.75 US GAL (Reds 16L with 2L Grape Skins) 
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Amarone Style 
Notes of plum, sour cherry, raspberry and vanilla 
gradually marry with anise, bitter chocolate, coffee, 
and leather tones that develop with age.

Full 0 14.0

Barbera, Italy 
Dark cherry, strawberry, with hints of anise and 
nutmeg. Soft tannins and high acidity lift the fruit 
to a most attractive level.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Cabernet Merlot, Walla Walla Washington 
Currant, cherry and plum are backed by hints of 
black pepper, anise and coffee. Oak nicely mellows 
the tannins and adds a hint of toastiness.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma Valley California 
Layers of bright berry fruit and spice with plush 
tannins. Rich blackberry character with raspberry, 
cherry, cassis, vanilla, and traces of savoury spice.

Full 0 13.5

Cabernet Shiraz, Yakima Valley Washington 
A rush of blackberry, plum, cherry and candied 
orange fragrances followed by flavours of currant, 
fig, cedar and spice. Rich, elegant finish.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Carménère, Chile
Soft tannins, subtle toast, and vanilla with blackberry, 
black cherry, and spice. Notes of coffee, mocha, and 
tobacco develop with light aging.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Château du Pays 
Rich flavours of cherry, raspberry, blackberry and plum 
with light pepper and chocolate. Subtle herbs and 
notes of cedar and violets on the finish.

Med-Full 0 13.0

Malbec, Argentina
Lush cherry and blackcurrant with subtle notes of 
clove, vanilla, and an underlying earthiness. The 
bright, vibrant edge is beautifully balanced by oak.

Med-Full 0 13.0

Merlot, Yakima Valley Washington
Bold, yet elegant, with up-front waves of raspberry, 
blackberry and plum. Subtle notes of cedar and 
mocha. Dark, rich, and intense.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Mystic, California
Intense fruity aroma. This captivating blend offers 
rich flavours of black cherry, mocha, spice and 
vanilla, and closes with a velvety, smooth finish.

Full 1 13.0

Rosso Fortissimo™
Complex cassis, plum and cherry notes balance the 
bold tannins. Oak adds toasty vanilla, giving greater 
depth and structure.

Full 0 13.5

Shiraz, Australia
Blackberry, cherry, and plum accented by restrained 
black pepper and subtle layers of toast and vanilla 
create a soft, rounded expression of fruits, spice, 
and oak.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Shiraz, South Africa
Layers of blackberry, fig, and plum, followed by 
notes of cocoa, coffee, and subtle black pepper are 
harmonized with vanilla and a subtle mineral hint. 

Full 0 13.5

Zinfandel, Lodi California
Red berry and dried plum notes with undertones of 
chocolate, almond, and exotic spice, ending with an 
unmistakable black pepper sensation.

Med-Full 0 13.5

Chardonnay, Lodi California
Green apple, citrus, and tropical fruit aromas lead 
into light citrus and peach flavours, with soft vanilla 
oak, and a creamy finish.

Med-Full 0 12.5

Gewürztraminer, Yakima Valley Washington
A powerhouse of lychee, mango, grapefruit, honey 
and spice. Enjoy young and racy or age longer for 
a more refined profile.

Med-Full 1 12.0

Gewürztraminer Riesling, 
Yakima Valley Washington
Peach and melon undertones from Riesling marry 
beautifully with the spice, mango, and grapefruit 
notes of Gewürztraminer. Enjoy young.

Med-Full 2 12.0

Pinot Gris, Yakima Valley Washington
Green apple and lemon against a honeyed, floral 
backdrop. Rich mouth-feel, tangy fruit acidity, with 
floral and mineral notes on the lingering finish. 

Med-Full 1 12.5

Riesling, Yakima Valley Washington
Classic green apple, pear, and lime with a crisp 
acidity. Opulent texture built around pronounced 
orange blossom bouquet and spicy notes.

Med-Full 1 11.5

Viognier, Yakima Valley Washington
An aromatic wine with a creamy mouth-feel. 
Fantastic aromas and flavours of mango, pineapple, 
kiwi, tangerine, and spiced pear dazzle the senses.

Med-Full 1 12.5
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CELLAR CRAFT™ 
SHOWCASE IS THE 
PINNACLE OF PREMIUM, 
KNOWN FOR ITS 
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY 
AND TASTE.

Alluring aromatics spotlight the perfected balance of pure 
varietal grape juice and concentrates, acidity, tannin, and 
oak, delivering complex character and highlighting the 
unique nuances that distinguish Showcase from the rest.

Superior hand crafted wines.

Experience the Grape Skins Difference

Most of red wine’s rich characteristics 
come from the grape skins. That’s why 
all Cellar CraftTM Showcase red wine kits 
contain crushed grape packs. Including 
grape skins during fermentation enhances 
the flavour, colour, aroma, body and 
tannins, giving you a richer, fuller red wine.

vinecowine.com


